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178 V. Bu�zek et al.Operational meaning of this state swapping is as follows:(1) Prior the swapping Alice does not know what is the state of her qubit. But, inprinciple she can perform an optimal measurement on her system (see [1, 2]) whichwould allow her to estimate the state. The quality of this estimation is characterizedby the mean �delity F [3, 4]. Taking into account that Alice has only a single qubit,then the maximal value of the mean �delity of the estimation is F = 2=3. After themeasurement is performed Alice can communicate classically her result to Bob (and,in fact, to an arbitrary number of recipients) who can recreate the estimated state. Ifthis type of classical communication is not allowed by the rules of the game, then Bobcan only guess what is the state (this estimation via \wild guessing" corresponds tothe minimal value of the mean �delity, which in the case of a single qubit is F = 1=2)[3, 4]. Obviously, as soon as Alice performs the measurement the state j	ia0 is \lost",so there is nothing relevant to swap.(2) If Alice does not perform a measurement on her quantum system she can quantum-mechanically swap the state j	i to Bob. After the swapping she cannot gain informationabout j	i (except, if Bob classically communicates any results of his measurements toher).In this swapping scenario, when no classical communication is allowed, either Aliceor Bob has the state j	i and it has to be decided a priori (i.e., before the measurement)who is going to have the qubit (Alice or Bob). At this point one can ask a questionwhether it would be possible to �nd a unitary transformation such that both Alice andBob would have the state j	i simultaneously. That is, the question is whether a unitarytransformation Û such that j	ia0 j0ia1 Û�! j	ia0 j	ia1 ; (3)does exist for an arbitrary (unknown) input state j	i.Generalizing the proof of the Wootters-Zurek no-cloning theorem [5] it is easy toshow that the linearity of quantum mechanics prohibits the existence of the perfectcloning expressed by Eq.(3). This is a major di�erence between quantum and classicalinformation: it is possible to make perfect copies of classical information, but quantuminformation cannot be copied perfectly, i.e., quantum states cannot be cloned perfectly.Nevertheless, if the requirement that the copies are perfect is dropped, then it is possi-ble to make quantum copies. This was �rst shown in Ref. [6], where a transformationwhich produces two mutually identical copies of an arbitrary input qubit state wasgiven. This transformation was shown to be optimal, in the sense that it maximizes theaverage �delity between the input and output qubits, by Gisin and Massar [7] and byBruss, et. al. [8]. Gisin and Huttner [9] have shown that the quantum cloning can bee�ciently used for eavesdropping. Gisin and Massar have also been able to �nd copyingtransformations which produce k copies from l originals (where k > l) [7]. In addition,quantum logic networks for quantum copying machines of qubits have been developed[10, 11, 12], and bounds have been placed on how good copies can be [13, 14]. It hasbeen shown recently [15] that the inseparability of quantum states can be partiallycloned (broadcasted) with the help of local quantum cloning machines, i.e. distant par-ties sharing an entangled pair of qubits can generate two pairs of partially nonlocally



Flow of information in quantum cloners . . . 179entangled states using only local operations. Gisin has presented an interesting proof[16] of the optimality of the quantum cloner showing that the bound on the �delity ofthe universal quantum cloner [6] is compatible with the no-signaling constraint. Cerf[17, 18] has introduced a family of quantum cloning machines that produce two approx-imate copies from a single qubit, while the overall input-to-output operation for eachcopy is a Pauli channel. Cerf has also introduced a concept of asymmetric quantumcloning when at the output of the cloner the two clones are not identical, but simulta-neously they are speci�cally related to the original qubit (see below). It has been shownin Ref. [19] that states of quantum systems in arbitrary-dimensional Hilbert spaces canbe universally cloned (i.e., the �delity of cloning does not depend on the input). Thecloning transformation presented in [19] allows one to study how quantum registers canbe cloned. It has been shown later by Werner [20] that this cloning transformation isoptimal. Moreover, Werner in his elegant paper have constructed a universal transfor-mation for an optimal cloning which produces k copies from l originals (where k > l)of an M dimensional system. Zanardi [21] has presented a group-theoretical analysis ofthe universal quantum cloning. 1.1 The problemLet us assume the initial qubit to be in an unknown state �̂a0 . Our task is to clonethis qubit universally, i.e. input-state independently, in such a way, that we can controlthe scaling of the original and the clone at the output. That is, we are looking fora cloner (the asymmetric cloner [17, 18]) in which we can control a ow of quantuminformation in such a way that the two clones at the output can be represented as�̂(out)aj = sj �̂(id)aj + 1� sj2 1̂; (4)where j = 0; 1. Here we assume that the original qubit after the cloning is \scaled" bythe factor s0, while the copy is scaled by the factor s1. These two scaling parameters arenot independent and they are related by a speci�c inequality (see below). We note thetwo extreme cases, when (a) s0 = 1 and s1 = 0 and, vice versa, when (b) s0 = 0 ands1 = 1. These correspond to the following situations: (a) the information is completelypreserved in the original qubit, and (b) the information is totally transfered (swapped)to the copy. Symmetric cloning corresponds to the situation when s0 = s1.Our main task in this paper is to �nd a cloning network in which the control overthe ow of information (i.e. the control over the values of the scaling parameters s0and s1) can be performed via preparation of the initial state of the cloner.2. Network for asymmetric clonerFor simplicity, let us assume that the original qubit is initially in a pure state (1),i.e. j	i(in)a0 = �0j0i+�1j1i. To perform asymmetric cloning we have to unitarily coupleto the original qubit with two additional qubits denoted as a1 and b1 which are initiallyin a pure state j0ia0 
 j0ib1 � j00i.
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j	i(in)a0 j0ia1j0ib1

e ee eu u u upreparation cloningquantum cloner
j	i(out)a0a1b1

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the network for the asymmetric cloner. The logicalcontrolled-NOT P̂kl given by Eq.(6) has as its input a control qubit (denoted as � ) and atarget qubit (denoted as � ). We separate the preparation of the quantum copier from thecloning process itself. The cloning, i.e. the transfer of quantum information from the originalqubit, is performed by a sequence of four controlled-NOTs. We do not specify the details of thepreparation part of the network which generates the state j	i(prep)a1b1 out of the input j00ia1b1 .This is a well known network for generation of an arbitrary two-qubit state.At the �rst stage of the cloning these two qubits are transformed from the state j00iinto the state j	i(prep)a1b1 = C1j00i+ C2j01i+ C3j10i+ C4j11i; (5)where the complex amplitudes Ci will be speci�ed so that the conditions given byEq.(4) are ful�lled3. At this stage the original qubit is still not involved in the processof cloning, but the choice of Ci's later a�ects the ow of information in the cloner.After the preparation stage we assume that the interaction between the originalqubit and two additional qubits a1 and b1 is performed via a simple sequence of fourC-NOT gates (see Fig. 1). The operator which implements the C-NOT gate, P̂kl, actson the basis vectors of the two qubits as follows (k denotes the control qubit and l thetarget): P̂klj0ikj0il = j0ikj0il;P̂klj0ikj1il = j0ikj1il;P̂klj1ikj0il = j1ikj1il;P̂klj1ikj1il = j1ikj0il: (6)We assume the speci�c action of four controlled-NOT operationsj	i(out)a0a1b1 = P̂b1a0 P̂a1a0 P̂a0b1 P̂a0a1 j	i(in)a0 j	i(prep)a1b1 ; (7)3We do not specify this preparation part of the cloning network (see Fig. 1) because it is well knowthat the state (5) can be prepared from j00i via a simple sequence of local operations and C-NOTgates [22].



Flow of information in quantum cloners . . . 181(see Fig. 1) during which the information is transfered from a0 qubit to other two qubits.From the state vector j	i(out)a0a1b1 given by Eq.(7) we obtain single-qubit density operators�̂(out)a0 = Tra1b1 hj	i(out)a0a1b1h	ji ;�̂(out)a1 = Tra0b1 hj	i(out)a0a1b1h	ji ; (8)which explicitly depend on the complex amplitudes Cj = cjei�j (here cj = jCj j). Theseamplitudes come into play via the preparation of the state j	i(prep)a1b1 (5). Our task nowis to specify these four amplitudes so that the density operators (8) ful�ll the scalingcondition (4). Comparing Eqs.(4) and (8) we �nd that the density operators (8) can bewritten in the scaled form (4) if the complex amplitudes Cj and the two scaling factorss0 and s1 are related asc1 =rs0 + s12 ; c2 =r1� s02 ; c4 =r1� s12 ; (9)and cos(�1 � �2) = s1p(s0 + s1)(1� s0) ;cos(�1 � �4) = s0p(s0 + s1)(1� s1) ; (10)while C3 = 0. With these complex amplitudes Cj the quantum network as described byEq.(7) realizes the asymmetric cloner. From Eqs.(9) and (10) we �nd that the scalingfactors s0 and s1 have to be related as (see Fig. 2)s20 + s21 + s0s1 � s0 � s1 � 0: (11)To understand more clearly how the asymmetric cloner works we assume threespeci�c preparation states (5) of the cloner:(i) Let us assume that the cloner is initially prepared in the maximally entangled two-qubit (Bell) state j	i(prep)a1b1 = 1p2(j00i+ j11i); (12)which can be prepared from j00i via a simple sequence of the Hadamard transformationon the qubit a1 followed by the C-NOT operation with a1 being the control. It easy tosee that the cloner which is prepared in the state (12) does not a�ect the original qubitwhich at the output is in the same state as in the input, i.e. we �nd that s0 = 1 ands1 = 0.(ii) The cloner, which is initially in the completely disentangled statej	i(prep)a1b1 = j0ia1 
 1p2(j0i+ j1i)b1 ; (13)
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0SFig. 2. The ellipse delimiting the range of possible value of the scaling parameters s0 and s1 ofthe two clones that simultaneously emerge as outputs of the asymmetric cloner. We see thatthe symmetric universal cloner corresponds to s0 = s1 = 2=3.acts as the state swapper, i.e. in this case s0 = 0 and s1 = 1, which means that theinitial state of the original qubit a0 is \unitarily teleported" to the qubit a1. The state(13) can be obtained from j00i by the action of the Hadamard transformation on thequbit b1.(iii) The optimal universal quantum cloning [6] of the original qubit (i.e. s0 = s1 = 2=3)can be realized when the cloner is initially prepared in the statej	i(prep)a1b1 =r23 j00i+ 1p6(j01i+ j11i): (14)This state can be prepared with the help of a simple network presented in Ref.[11].3. Instead of conclusions: Pauli clonersWe have presented a simple logical network with the help of which asymmetriccloning of qubits can be performed. This network is suitable for cloning of pure as wellas impure input states. In fact, an impure state of a qubit can be represented as a stateof a subsystem of a composite system of two qubits. This composite two-qubit systemitself is assumed to be in a pure state. Let us therefore consider cloning of the initialqubit a0 which is initially entangled with a reference qubit r. To be speci�c, let usassume that the two qubits are prepared initially in the maximally entangled Bell statej�+ira0 . Here the four maximally entangled states of two qubits are de�ned as usuallyj��i = 1p2(j00i � j11i);j	�i = 1p2(j01i � j10i): (15)Let us assume that the cloner is initially prepared in the statej	i(prep)a1b1 = X1j�+i+X2j��i+X3j	+i+X4j	�i; (16)
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j�+i(in)ra0 j0ia1j0ib1
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the network for the Pauli cloner. The logical controlled-NOT P̂kl are speci�ed as in Fig. 1. Here again, the cloning, i.e. the transfer of quantuminformation from the original qubit, is performed by a sequence of four controlled-NOTs.and we apply the sequencej	i(out)ra0a1b1 = P̂b1a0 P̂a1a0 P̂a0b1 P̂a0a1 j�+i(in)ra0 j	i(prep)a1b1 ; (17)of four C-NOT's on the qubits a0 and a1b1 (see Fig. 3). The 4-qubit state j	i(out)ra0a1b1 atthe output readsj	i(out)ra0a1b1 = �X1j�+ij�+i+X2j��ij��i+X3j	+ij	+i+X4j	�ij	�i	ra0;a1b1 ; (18)which means that the network (17) realizes the Pauli cloner introduced recently by Cerf[18].Acknowledgements One of us (V.B.) thanks Nicolas Cerf for helpful discussions andcorrespondence. This research was supported by a grant from the Royal Society.Note added After this paper was completed a paper by Niu and Gri�ths [24] appearedin the Los Alamos e-print archive in which asymmetric cloning is studied from a di�erentperspective and alternative cloning networks are presented.References[1] C.W. Helstrom: Quantum Detection and Estimation Theory (Academic Press, New York,1976)[2] A.S. Holevo: Probabilistic and Statistical Aspects of Quantum Theory (North-Holland,Amsterdam, 1982)[3] S. Massar, S. Popescu: Phys. Rev. Lett. 74 (1995) 1259[4] R. Derka, V. Bu�zek, A.K. Ekert: Phys. Rev. Lett. 80 (1998) 1571[5] W.K. Wootters, W.H. Zurek: Nature 299 (1982) 802; see also D. Diekes: Phys. Lett. A92 (1982) 271; H. Barnum, C.M. Caves, C.A. Fuchs, R. Jozsa, B. Schumacher: Phys. Rev.Lett. 76 (1996) 2818
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